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0 of 0 review helpful If You Have a Preteen You NEED to Get Them This Book By Raquel Y Eldridge Gradnigo I 
feel like this book is an absolute MUST READ by all preteens and young adults who are considering venturing into 
the very adult realm of sexual intercourse It s not all doom and gloom which makes it realistic but the elements that do 
spotlight the bad side effects of irresponsible behavior do give proper insight t In this hard hitting anthology journalist 
Shannon T Boodram collects the compelling and personal firsthand accounts of young people dealing with sex in 
today rsquo s world Laid covers a range of important topics from teens rsquo first times to STIs abstinence to 
unplanned pregnancies Boodram an up and coming voice for her generation engages teens and twentysomethings in 
honest dialogue and explores how they see and experience sex how and why it shap About the Author Shannon T 
Boodram is a young journalist who began her role as a sexual educator when she appeared on Canadian National 
Network at age nineteen Since then she has gone on to host a seven part sex ed podcast series produced by Imperial 
Music Stu 
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